Personalized search is aimed at tailoring the search outcome to the user context. A user profile represents the user interests and preferences that can be captured either explicitly or implicitly. Since a long time it has been advocated that Information Retrieval is an interactive activity, and various types of user-system interactions are more and more considered and used to improve search. In particular implicit feedback techniques are applied to the purpose of collecting user interests and preferences via user-system interactions. In this paper a short synthesis of the implicit techniques used to define user models is presented.
Introduction
Since a long time Information Retrieval is considered as a complex interactive activity that engages the user of a search engine in the formulation of a query, and which usually requires a user-system interaction aimed both to analyze the proposed search results and to iteratively reformulate the query to the aim of locating in the sought repository those information objects that fulfill the user's expectations. Such a complex task cannot be (and it is usually not) reduced to a single user-system interaction activated by a user query and that produces a list of items that the system has evaluated relevant to that query. The "blind" and closed behavior of the first generation of search engines, which fully relied on a query and on topical relevance, has been overcome by subsequent generations of search engines, designed on the basis of several analysis and findings. First of all, a deep study of the notion of relevance and its multi-dimensional nature has motivated a shift from topical relevance to the assessment of multiple relevance dimensions 1 . Second, search depends on several contextual variables and situations, such as the task for which the search is undertaken, the characteristics and the cultural and personal background of users, the query context, the awareness of the properties and characteristics of the information objects and their nature (which make them more or less suited to the purpose for which they have been retrieved) 2 . Last but not least, the interactive nature of the search task, as argued by Interactive Information Retrieval 3 , has pointed out the importance of usersystem interactions in the process of relevance assessment.
This path has brought to the evolution from systems fully unaware of the motivations and needs behind a query (the so called system-centered approach that is driven by a query as an object independent from a user) to systems that increasingly have made use of various kinds of knowledge around a query. Such knowledge can be related to the user, to the search domain, to the sought objects and to the query itself (the user-centered approach and beyond); it constitutes a crucial source of evidence of the needs behind a query, and has given rise to personalized and contextual approaches to search. This has implied a shift from a system-centered relevance assessment to a user and context centered relevance assessment.
An important implication of this transition is constituted by the attempts to also make a shift in the theoretical foundations of Information Retrieval: from the probability ranking principle to the interactive probability ranking principle 4 , from IR models centered on topical relevance to models centered on the user and on the notion of context 3 . This has placed a great emphasis both on the central role of user-system interactions to capture the user interests and the search intentions, as well as on user centered evaluations.
Relevance feedback has been one of the first manifestations of the notion of context explicitly inserted in a paradigm of interactive search, where the user explicitly and proactively interacts with the system to select the retrieved information items that he/she judges relevant to her/his needs 5 . With this contextual and explicit user indication of relevance the system applies a query reformulation to better capture and express the user information needs. Since then several efforts have been made to capture the signals of the user interests and needs; in particular, this has been done by defining implicit feedback techniques, where the user feedback on possibly relevant information about his/her interests is captured by various user-system interactions, in a way that is transparent to the user 6, 7, 8 . The shift from explicit to implicit techniques was motivated from the need of not involving users in explicit relevance assessments; with implicit techniques the user-system interactions are instead exploited to guess/learn the users interests. Implicit feedback techniques are widely used in personalized search to the aim of collecting some elements of the context around the user and the query for improving the search outcome 9, 10, 11 . In the next section the task of personalized search is synthetically introduced, and in section 3 we give a very short introduction to implicit feedback techniques used to the purpose of user profiling in personalized search.
Personalized search
In 2002, in the report "Challenges in Information Retrieval and Language Modelling: Report of a Workshop held at the Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval", personalized and contextual search were indicated as big challenges of IR 12 . After a decade, in 2012 a new report has appeared, where the issue of user centered approaches to information access is still outlined, and the need for methods for dealing with rich interaction sequences is emphasized 13 . In recent years, a considerable amount of research has addressed the problem of personalizing search, to the aim of taking into account the user context in the process of assessing relevance of documents to user's queries 14, 15, 16 . Personalize search means injecting user preferences in the retrieval process. For example, if a vegetarian user formulates a query such as "good restaurant in Milano", the expected results should take the user preference into account. To this aim the query evaluation should make explicit use of this information as an additional constraint (besides the query) to estimate document relevance. The quality of the search outcome strongly depends on information beyond the one expressed in a user's query. So the effectiveness of the system strongly depends on the available quantity and quality of information about the user and its preferences. The more the user model is accurate the more the personalized answer can be effective.
In order to implement a personalized IR strategy two main activities must be undertaken. The first activity is aimed at the definition of the user model. The second activity is aimed at defining processes that, based on both the knowledge represented in the user model and the user query, are finalized to produce a user tailored search outcome; three main categories of approaches have been proposed to enhance search by exploiting the information in the user model: query modification, results re-ranking, and definition of approaches to modify/define relevance assessment 15 .
In the following we focus on the former activity, and in particular on the use of implicit feedback collected by user-system interactions for defining user models in personalized search.
The definition of a user model encompasses three main phases: acquisition, formal representation and updating. The acquisition phase is aimed at the identification of the knowledge that characterizes the user and her/his interests and preferences. The phase of formal representation is aimed at the choice of a formal language to represent this knowledge; this is needed to make it possible that this information be accessed and used by the search engine. The updating phase is finalized at learning the changes of the user preferences on time.
A large amount of research has addressed the first problem; i.e. how to identify information useful to characterize the user. The user model is also called user profile, and the definition of a user profile is a crucial issue, due to the fact the quality and reliability of the user model strongly affects the effectiveness of the search personalization.
In section 3 we synthetically report on the phase related to the acquisition process.
User system interactions as implicit feedback for user modeling
To capture the user's interests two main techniques may be employed: explicit and implicit 7, 11, 15 . By the explicit approach the user is asked to be proactive and to directly communicate to the system her/his interests and preferences. This can be done through the compilation of questionnaires, by providing short textual descriptions (to specify topical preferences), and/or by providing a few documents that represent well the user interests and that will be processed by the system to automatically extract their main descriptors. However, an explicit request of information to the user implies to burden the user, and to rely on the user's willingness to specify the required information. This is generally not realistic. To overcome this problem, several techniques have been proposed in the literature to automatically capture the user's interests by implicit feedback techniques; this is done by monitoring the user's actions in the user system interaction, and by inferring from them the user's preferences and interests. The collected signals and potential preferences can be used to define predictive models.
Various kind of evidence can be collected through implicit feedback, where various kind of human system interactions are considered to the aim of implicit user modelling 6, 7, 8 . The proposed techniques are based on the collection and the analysis of: browser history, query history, click-trough data, desktop information, document display time, bookmarks, and several other kinds of signals 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 . The advantage of defining a user model based on techniques that consider implicit feedback from user system interactions is that several signals may be considered; the main disadvantage is that automatic processes may be error-prone, as they may introduce noise in the process of identifying the useful information. In the literature a distinction has been made between direct and indirect evidence of users' interests through interaction 3 . Actions like bookmarking or saving a document, and click-through actions can be considered as evidence of the user interest on some objects; while activities like eye tracking, scrolling and reading time are indirect indicators of users' interests. A combination of implicit feedback techniques is generally used to infer users interests, and it has been proved to be more reliable that the consideration of a single source of evidence 8, 10, 17 . An important issue in user modelling is the definition of long and short term profiles; the former are finalized to represent lasting user interests, and information like query history, click-through data, and desktop search activities, as well as desktop information have been fruitfully exploited to the purpose of defining long term user models 17, 22, 23 . Short-term profiling is very useful to capture the "immediate" user's interests, i.e. those interests that are related to activities (user-system interactions) around the current search session, which may be unrelated to a long-term profile in which usual interests are represented. Often, a user composes an initial query, views the returned documents, and if unsatisfied, she modifies the query and repeats the search process. In the literature, queries and click-through data in the short-term search history have been for example considered as an implicit feedback injected in the short term user model 18, 19 . A more recent category of approaches to the definition of user profiles by implicit signals of relevance is via the analysis of users interactions in social networking services and via user generated contents in social media. Comments, blogs, ratings, social tagging activities, mentions and retweets have been usefully exploited in the profile construction 24, 25, 26 . The rationale behind the importance of considering user generated contents as well as the interactions among users in social networking services is that the preferences of people having similar interests to a given user may contribute to provide a good prediction of the preferences of the user 24 .
Among the sources of evidence of users interests that may be collected by implicit feedback techniques, recently in the literature various approaches have appeared that consider physiological and affective evidence, such as brain wave tracing via EEG and facial expressions 28, 29 . Last but not least, another important trend of research is related to the identification of the search task in contextual and personalized search; recently, task-relevant search behavior has been considered to the purpose of task-based personalization and task based groupization 30 .
